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Abstract. Let S be a set of n points in the plane and let e be a real number, 0 < e < 1. 
We give a deterministic algorithm, which in time O(n~ -z log(l/e)+ e -s) (resp. 
O(ne -2 logO/e)+ e -1°) constructs an t-net N c S of size O((1/e) (log(I/e)) 2) for 
intersections of S with double wedges (resp. triangles); this means that any double 
wedge (resp. triangle) containing more that en points of S contains a point of N. This 
gives O(n log n) deterministic preprocossing for the simplex range-counting algorithm 
of Haussler and Weizl [HW] (in the plane). 

We also prove that given a set L of n lines in the plane, we can cut the plane into 
O(e- 2) triangles in such a way that no triangle is intersected by more than en lines of L. 
We give a deterministic algorithm for this with running time O(ne -2 log0/e)). This 
has numerous applications in various computational geometry problems. 

1. Introduction and Statement of Results 

The study of combinatorial properties of finite point sets in E d and their dual 
counterpart--arrangements of hyperplanes--is one of the fundamental issues in 
algorithmic and combinatorial geometry. It is closely related to the construction of 
algorithms for rapid processing of half-space and simplex range queries. The 
problem here is to preprocess a finite set of points in E J (d a small fixed integer) so 
that, given a query range (half-space or simplex), we can quickly count the number 
of points inside the range (or, more generally, perform some semigroup operation 
on values associated with the points). 

A significant progress in this area was the data structure of Haussler and Welzl 
[HW]. It uses O(n) storage (for an n-point set in E d) and yields O(n") query time, for 
every fixed • > d ( d -  1)/(d(d- 1)+ 1). Let us remark that several newer algo- 
rithms are superior to this algorithm in most respects--see [Wl] ,  [CW], [A2], and 
[M3]. 

The preprocessing algorithm of Haussler and Welzl [HW] is very efficient, but is 
randomized one. The original motivation of this paper was to find a deterministic 
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preprocessing for that algorithm: this goal has been completely attained for the 
planar case. However, it turned out that the methods used to achieve this have 
many more consequences, and they allow us to remove randomization from many 
other algorithms in computational geometry. We state the results first and then we 
briefly indicate further developments in this area. 

Let us start with some definitions. 
A range space Y, is a pair (X, R), where X is a set and R is a set of subsets of X. 

Members of R are called ranges of Z. A range space Z is finite if X is finite. The 
notion of range space allows us to treat range-searching problems in an abstract 
setting. 

Let E = (X, R) be a finite range space, let e be a nonnegative real number, and 
let N be a subset of X. We say that N is an e-net for Y. if N intersects each range 
r e R with I rl > e lXI.  This notion is perhaps the most important one introduced in 
[HW]. 

Let k be a positive integer and let S be a finite set of points in the plane. An 
Hk-range is defined as an intersection of at most k closed half-planes. We denote by 
Hk(S) the range space (S, {S n r; r is an Hk-range}). 

For  k _> 4, an Hk-range can be partitioned into at most k - 2 H3-ranges, and 
thus an e-net for H 3 (S) is a (k - 2)e-net for Hk(S). Hence in constructing e-nets, we 
can restrict ourselves to the cases k = 2 and k = 3 (the case k = 1 being easy). This 
observation is due to Welzl. 

For  the special case of range spaces Hk(S) (k fixed), the theory of e-nets 
developed in [HW] says that if a random sample of size (C/e)log(l/e) (C a 
sufficiently large constant) is drawn from S, it will be an e-net for Hk(S) with high 
probability. However, no polynomial deterministic algorithm for constructing such 
a small e-net was known. We have the following result: 

Theorem 1.1. Let S be a set of  n points in the plane and let e be a real number with 
0 < e < 1. We can construct an e-net for Hk(S) of size O((1/e)(log(1/e)) 2) in time 
O(e -z  logO/e) n + e -~k+4}) (for k = 2 and k = 3). 

The method in [HW] then gives 

Corollary 1.2. For any fixed 6 > O, we can deterministically preprocess a set S of n 
points in the plane in time O(n log n), store the results in space O(n), and then answer 
triangle range.counting queries for the set S in time O(n z/3 +~). 

Let us remark that the range-counting algorithm from the above corollary 
remains probably the most efficient one known with almost linear-time determinis- 
tic preprocessing. It can also be used for general semigroup queries on triangular 
ranges, and in this respect it seems to be the most efficient one with almost linear- 
time preprocessing even among randomized algorithms. 

As we have already mentioned, in the light of new developments the auxiliary 
results in the proof of Theorem 1.1 turned out to be perhaps more significant than 
the theorem itself, in particular the following: 

Theorem 1.3. Given a set L of  n lines, a number e > c/n (c a sufficiently large 
constant), and a rectangle R, which contains all the intersections of lines of  L in its 
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interior, it is possible to subdivide R into O(e-2) triangles in such a way that the 
interior of no triangle is intersected by more than en lines of L. Such triangles can be 
deterministically constructed in time O(e -2 log(lie)n). 

In an actual implementation, the rectangle R need not be actually computed; we 
use it mainly to avoid handling unbounded regions. 

Analogs of Theorem 1.3 can be easily proved (once it is known how to do it) 
using random sampling; in this case a randomized algorithm is obtained, and the 
number of triangles in the subdivision is slightly larger (by a factor log0/e)). It is 
the context of random-sampling methods where most of potential applications of 
Theorem 1.3 originated (let us quote, e.g., the papers lEG*], [CS], and [EGH*]). 

The number of triangles in Theorem 1.3 is asymptotically the best possible (as is 
easily seen by comparing the total number of intersections of the lines with the 
maximum possible number of intersections inside a single triangle). The existence 
of a subdivision with the optimal number of triangles was independently estab- 
lished by Chazelle and Friedman [CF] (they even solve the problem for an 
arbitrary dimension; they use the term simplicial packing). They also a give a 
deterministic algorithm for such a subdivision, but with much worse time complex- 
ity (O(n6/e) for the planar case). 

The algorithms from Theorems 1.3 and 1.1 are asymptotically optimal if e is a 
fixed parameter. For smaller values of ~ (e,g., comparable to a power of 1/n), 
Agarwal [A1] improved the time complexity in Theorem 1.3 to O((n/e)log 
n(log(1/~)) ~) (~o < 3.3 is a constant). A further improvement in dimension 2 and 
results for a general dimension were obtained recently [M2]. 

In applications, Theorem 1.3 and its analogs are usually used as a divide-and- 
conquer principle in geometric algorithms, allowing us to divide a problem 
involving lines and/or points into smaller subproblems (defined by the triangles). 
We do not describe the applications here. The reader may find an extensive survey 
in [AI] and [A2] (resp. in their journal versions). 

The plan of this paper is as follows: Section 2 contains some definitions and facts 
that we use. In Section 3 we discuss an algorithm for the selection of the kth 
leftmost intersection of a given set of lines. Building on the methods in [CSSS], we 
modify the algorithm for the case when only an approximate selection is desired. In 
Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.3, and we obtain another by-product of our 
proof--an algorithm for the construction of so-called approximate leveling for a set 
of lines. Section 5 describes the construction of e-nets and proves Theorem 1.1. 
Section 6 gives some more results on the computational complexity of finding 
z-nets; in particular, it shows that finding a smallest z-net for Ha(S) is an NP- 
complete problem. 

2. Preliminaries 

The symbol a ¢ b means that the ratio b/a is sufficiently large, i.e., it exceeds some 
constant which could be computed from the proof where the symbol is used. If A 
and B are sets, A + B denotes their symmetric difference. 

We denote the set {p, p + 1,. . . ,  q} (p < q integers) by [p, q], and [p] means 
[1, p]. 
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Let us add something more about range spaces. If ~ = (X, R) is a range space 
and Y c X, we define the subspace of~, induced by Yas the range space (Y, {Y c~ r; 
r ~ R}). Range spaces we deal with are finite, but they will be defined as subspaces 
of infinite range spaces (e.g., with X = E2), where the ranges have natural 
geometric definitions. 

A basic combinatorial characteristic of a range space is its dimension, a concept 
introduced in [VC]. The Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension (or simply dimension 
[VC]) of Y. is the largest integer d for which there exists a d-element set A c X such 
that the set {A ca r; r e R} consists of all subsets of A. If no such maximal d exists, 
we say that the dimension of E is infinite. 

An existential result for t-nets (obtained by a counting argument) is the 
following: 

Theorem 2.1 [HW]. Let S be a range space of finite dimension d and let t > O. 
There exists an t-net for S of size at most [-(8d/t) log(8d/t)-]. 

Throughout this paper we use the line-point duality transform. This is a 
transform D, which maps points to lines and nonvertical lines to points, and its 
main property is that it reverses the relation "lying above" for pairs point-line or 
line-point. In particular, the half-plane below a line p contains at least k points of a 
set $ iff the point D(p) lies below at least k lines of D(S) (see, e.g., [E] for more 
information). 

For the sake of simplicity we consider only line and point configurations in 
general position. The results can be easily transferred to the general case (perhaps 
the easiest way to show this is a perturbation argument--so-called simulation of 
simplicity, see [El). An explicit treatment of degeneracies in a similar algorithm can 
be found in [Al l  (journal version). We say that a set of fines L is in general position 
if no three lines of Lmeet at a common point, no two are parallel, and no two of 
their intersections have the same x-coordinate. A point set is in general position if 
no three points are collinear and no two points lie on a common vertical fine. 

3. Al~roximate Partitioning of Intersections 

(n) 
In the following N denotes the expression 2 "We address the following problem: 

Problem 3.1. Given n lines in the plane in general position, an integer k e IN] and 
a real number 8 (0 < t < 1), find a number a such that the number s of intersections 
of given lines lying to the left of the vertical line x = a satisfies Ik - sl -< 8N. 

Cole et al. [CSSS] gave an O(n log n) algorithm solving the exact version of 
the problem (i.e., with e ffi 0) in time O(n log n) (which is optimal for the exact 
version). We modify their methods to get a more efficient algorithm when log(I/e) = 
o(log n): 
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Theorem 3.2. Problem 3.1 can be solved by a deterministic algorithm in time 
O(n log(l/e)). 

In the proof it suffices to consider the case when log(l/e) ,~ log n; otherwise the 
result in [CSSS] applies. 

The proof of Theorem 3.2 is divided as follows: In Section 3.1 we prove technical 
lemmas about permutations, and in Section 3.2 we present some preliminaries on 
sorting networks. Section 3.3 describes an algorithm for solving Problem 3.1, which 
is relatively simple but slower than we need, and in section 3.4 we sketch the 
nlodifications needed to obtain the desired bound. 

3.1. Permutations 

Let Sn denote the set of permutations of In], i.e., of bijective mappings of [n-I onto 
itself. For re, a e S,, rc o a denotes the composition ofn  and ~r (as mappings) and re- 1 
is the inverse permutation (mapping) to n. Special permutations denoted by id and 
rev are defined by id(i)= i, rev(i)= n + 1 -  i for all i e [n]. For ~ e  S, let 
I(~) = {{i,j}; 1 < i < j  _< n, n(i) > n(j)} be the set of inversions of ~. 

The following lemma gives some elementary properties of the sets of inversions. 

Lemma 3.3. Let 7t, tr, nl ,  ~z 2 e Sn. Then 

(i) II(n)l = bI(r~-l)l, 
(ii) ]I(a) + I(~)1 = / I ( a  o rt-1)1, 

( i i i )  1I(7Zl) - I(n2)] < [I(cro rt~-l)[ + ]I(aon21)]. 

Proof. (i) It is by definition 

I(g-i) = {{~z(i), ~(j)}; {i,j) e I(it)}, 

and this gives a bijection between l(n) and I(n-I). 
(ii) We have 

]I(ao~-X)] 

= J{{i, j};i  < j  and a(n- t(i)) > a(~-l(j))}l 

= ]{{rC 1(i), re-l(j)}; rC 1(i) < ~-  l(j) and 

((i < j and a(~- 1(0) > a(g-  l(j))) 
or (i > j and a(~- 1(0) < a(n-  l(j))))} I 

= [{{p, q}; p < q and ((it(p) > ~(q)and ~(p) < ~(q)) 

or (~r(p) < a(q) and g(p) > n(q)))}] 

= I I(t0 + I(~)[. 

(iii) By a basic property of the symmetric difference of sets we get 

[I(nl) - I(7t2)[ ~ II(a) + I(~ 1)[ + [I(a) - I(7t2)1, 
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and by applying (ii) we get that the last expression equals 

lI(aorri-1)l + II(ao n~-l)[. 

J. M a t o u g e k  

[ ]  

We say that  permutat ions n o, nl . . . . .  n k form a decreasino sequence of permutations 
if, for every i =  1, 2 , . . . ,  k, there is an index Jo = Jo(i) such that  if we denote 
p = n~_l(j0 + 1), q = ni_l(jo),  then p < q, nt(jo) = P, ni(jo + 1) = q, and hi(j) = 
n~_ l(J) for al l j  ¢ {J0,Jo + 1}. A deceasing sequence of permutat ions arises when we 
lay the elements of [n] in a row in the order  no and then sort them by exchanges of 
neighboring elements which are not  in correct  order.  We see that  I(r~71) = 
I(n~_~)\{{p, q}} and II(n)l -- lI(no)l - i. 

A decreasing sequence of  permutat ions Q = (n o = rcv, :~1 . . . . .  ~N = id) is called 
complete. In the context  of line arrangements,  a complete decreasing sequence of  
permutat ions naturally arises when we sweep a (nondegenerate)  line arrangement  
by a vertical line from left to right. 

The  following lemma says, roughly speaking, that  if we leave out  a sufficiently 
large gap in a complete decreasing sequence of permutations,  then we cannot  
reconstruct  the middle permutat ion in the unknown part  too exactly. This will be 
used in the proof  of correctness of our  algorithm. 

[ ,emma 3.4. Let z, z' e S, be permutations such that there exists a decreasing 
sequence of  permutations of  leru3th 2r + 1 beginning with z and endinff with ~' (thus 
II(*)l = [I(z')l + 2r) and suppose that n >:> 1 and r >> n 4/3. Then there exist decreasing 
sequences of permutations {Po = z, Pl . . . . .  P2v = z'} and {ao = z, t~l , . . . ,  t72, = z'} 
such that II(p,) + I(~,)t > ra/2/3n. 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the lemma for z' = id (then [I(*)l = 2r); the general 
case is obtained by composing all the permutat ions under  considerat ion with z ' -  1. 

The required sequences are obtained as follows: the first one corresponds to 
sorting of z by repeated exchanges of  the first two neighboring elements which are 
currently not in the correct  order.  Fo r  the second sequence, we do  a similar 
procedure,  but  we always take the last two neighboring elements in the wrong 
order.  Formally,  we define the sequences of permutat ions  inductively, specifying 
the indices jo(i) in the definition of a decreasing sequence: for {p~}, let jo(i) be the 
least index such that  p~_ t(jo(i)) > Pi-l(jo(i) + 1), and for {tri}, let jo(i) be the 
largest index such that  tr i_ l(jo(i)) > a i_ l(jo(i) + 1). 

Let  us put  s t = min{s; ps(1) < p~(2) < . . .  < ps(i)} and t i = min{t; tr,(i) < tr t 
(i + 1) < .. .  < at(n)}. By the definition of  {p~} and {try}, we see that  st+ 1 - s t < i, 
t, - t~+ t <- i. Let  p be the maximal  index with sp < r and let q be minimal with 
tq<r .  

Let us denote  11 = I(p,,), 12 = I(~rtq ), and I = I(z). The  sets I t and I(p,) differ by 
at most  n inversions, and similarly for  12 and I(tr,), so it will be sufficient to show 
that  the symmetric difference o f l l  and 12 is big, namely that  l i t  + I2[ >- r3/2/2n (by 
our  assumption on the values of  n and r, we have n ~. ra/2/n). The reason for using 
11 and 12 instead of I(p,) and I(tr,) is that  11 and 12 have a nicer structure, namely 
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and 

I1 = ( { i , j )  ~ I; ~fi) > p or ~(j)  > p} 

12 = { { i , j }  ~ I; z(i) < q or x(j )  < q}. 

The subsets 11, 12 partition I into four parts as follows (see the scheme shown in 
Fig. 1): 

A1 = 11 - -  12 ,  

A 2 = 12 - It ,  

B = 11 n 12, 

C = 1 \ (11  u •2)- 

We know that [ltl  ~ 112[ ,~ r (here x ~ y means that Ix - y[ = O(n) ~, r) and 
lIl = 2r. Since 11 is the disjoint union o f A  1 and B and 12 is the disjoint union o f A  2 
and B, it is IAll ~ IA21, and further we get IC1 = I i t -  II1 u121 = I l l -  l l t l  
- 1121 + II 1 h i 2 [  ~ 2 r -  r -  r + IB[ = [BI, 

We want to show that II 1 + 12[ = IAlt + tA2] ~ ra/2/2n. Let us assume the 
contrary; then in particular tAIl + IA2[ g r and since IBI + IC[ = ti[ - [AIt 
- 1A2[ and [BI ~ ICI, we get ]BI > r/2, ICl > r/2. 

We have C = 1\(11 u 12) = {{i, j }  e I; q < z(i), z(j)  < p}. If we denote d = 
p - q + 1, we get that C is a set of  pairs of  elements of  a d-element set, so 

d(d - 1)/2 > ICI > r/2, and d > x/~. 
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For any pair {k, i} e B (k < i) we have T(i) ~ I-1, q), T(k) ~ (p, hi, thus for every j 
with z(/) ~ [.p,q] it is z(i) < z(j)  < z(k) and hence we get 

{j, i} e A2 (ifj < i) ( ,)  

o r  

{k,j} ~ A t (ifj > k) (**) 

(at least one of the above cases must occur). These are at least d inversions in 
A 1 u A 2 for every pair {k, i} ~ B. Now every pair of the form (.) can be obtained for 
at most q < n pairs {k, i}, and each pair of the form (**) can be obtained for at most 
n - p _< n pairs {k, i}. From this we get 

ill + 12] = I A l l  + ]A2[-> }Bl.d/n > r 3/2/2n 

as required. [] 

Remark. We can construct a permutation z showing that our bound in this 
lemma is the best possible (up to a multiplicative constant) for our choice of the 
sequences {pi}, {a~}. However, perhaps we could get a better bound for other pairs 
of decreasing sequences. 

3.2. Sorting Networks 

In the algorithm solving Problem 3.1, we use sorting networks. We assume that the 
reader has already encountered this notion (a usual formalization of this notion 
can be found, e.g., in [AKS]); we give a formalization (one of possible formaliza- 
tions) in order to explain further notions we need. 

A parallel step P of width n is a set P = {(Pl, ql) . . . . .  (p~, q,)} of ordered pairs, 
such that Pl, ql, P2, q2 . . . . .  p~, q~ are distinct members of I'n] (thus s <_ n/2). The 
ordered pair (Pl, q~) is called a comparator. A network H of width n and depth D will 
be an ordered D-tuple H = (Pt ,  P2 . . . . .  PD), where the Pi are parallel steps of 
width n. 

The computation of a network H = (Pt, P2 . . . .  , Po) on an input vector 
(i 1 . . . . .  in) proceeds as follows: In the first step, ip is compared with iq for every 
(P, q) e P1, and whenever ip > iq, these entries in the input vector are exchanged. 
The input vector modified in this way is then processed by the second parallel step, 
etc. 

The computation of the network obviously depends only on the permutation ~, 
which orders the input vector (i.e., such that i=,) < i~(2) <---  < i~(n)). Let H(n) 
denote the permutation performed on the input vector by the network when the 
input vector is ordered by n. Thus, H is a sorting network in the usual sense iff 
H(n) = n for every ~. 

Let us call the pairs (p, q) of indices such that the elements ip and i~ of the input 
vector are ever compared during the computation of H (we mean the original 
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indices of the elements, although they might have been moved to other places 
before the comparison) the questions of H for n (where r~ is as before). We also 
define the questions of ith step of H for rr in an obvious way. Note that the 
permutation H(r0 depends solely on the answers to the questions for n, and does 
not use any other information about n. 

We call a network H an e-sorting network, if, for every n ~ Sn, I I(H(r0 o n -  1)1 < 
eN (thus for e = 0 we get that H(r 0 = rr). We call a network H a t-tolerant e-sorting 
network if any network arising from H by deleting at most t comparators is an 
z-sorting network. 

Ajtai et al. constructed a famous sorting network of depth O(log n) [AKS]. We 
need the following property of their network: 

Lemma 3.5. Three exists a constant C such that, for each n and O < e < 1, the first 
C logO/e) steps of the sorting network of IAKS] of width n form an z-sorting network. 

Proof. This can be calculated from the inductive hypothesis in [AKS] (stated in 
Section 8 of [AKS] as a theorem). The calculation is straightforward but not quite 
short and we omit the details. [] 

Lemma 3.6. Let H be an e-sorting network of depth D and let t <_ en/2 o+ 1. Then H 
is t-tolerant 2e-sorting. 

Proof. Removing a single comparator from a parallel step of the network may 
result in exchanging the position of two elements entering the stepj + 1, which in 
turn may affect four elements entering stepj + 2, etc., so the position of at most 2 ° 
elements of H(n)o n-1 is affected. Each element with changed position may 
contribute by less than n inversions, hence removing t comparators increases the 
number of inversions only t. 2 ° .  (n - 1) < eN. [] 

Corollary 3.7. There exists a constant C such that, for n ~> 1 and 0 < v < 1, we can 
construct a t-tolerant v-sorting network H = H(n, v) of width n and of depth 
O(llog vl), where t = f~(vCn). [] 

Remark. By a more careful analysis of the sorting network in [AKS] (using the 
properties of expander graphs), we can show that Corollary 3.7 holds for a much 
better value of t. 

3.3. The Algorithm 

In this section we give a simpler version of the algorithm for Problem 3.1. Our 
exposition is based on that in [CSSS], which in turn uses the principles outlined by 
Megiddo [Me]. We start by describing the basic algorithm for the exact solution of 
Problem 3.1. 

Let 21 . . . . .  2n be the given lines, ordered by increasing slopes. Let u o denote the 
x-coordinate of the intersection of 2~ and 2j and let tl < t2 < ... < t~ denote the 
elements of the set {uo; 1 ~ i < j < n} in sorted order. Given k, we seek t~. 
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For b, a real number not belonging to the set {t 1 . . . . .  tN}, let n(b) be the 
permutation which orders the intercepts of 21 . . . . .  2 n with the vertical line x = b, 
thus, under obvious notation, y,(1)(b) > . . .  > y,~n)(b) (so, for b < t I, n(b) = rev 
and, for b > tN, n(b) = id; our numbering of lines is opposite to the numbering in 
[CSSS]). We extend the definition also to b = ti, putting nl = n(t~) = n(t~ + 6), 
where 0 < 6 < min~{tj+ 1 - t~}, and we denote no = rev. Then n o, n I . . . . .  nN form 
a complete decreasing sequence of permutations and lI(rq)l = N - i. 

We do not know the value of tk, but for any i , j  we can decide whether 
yi(tk) < y~(tk) (which is the same as ~Ckl(i) > nkl ( j ) ;  i < j e  In]) by the following 
method: we find uq, the intersection of 2~ and 2~, we compute n(uo) (by sorting the 
intercepts at uu), and evaluate I I(n(uq))l. From this we obtain s such that u u = t,. 
Then we can deduce whether u u lies before or after tk; in the first case n~-1( 0 < 
nk l(j), in the second case the opposite inequality holds. 

Now the basic algorithm for the exact selection of the kth intersection works as 
follows: We consider some sorting network H. We proceed as if we tried to sort the 
intercepts of the lines with the (unknown) vertical lines x = tk by the network H, 
i.e., to compute H(nk). Each parallel step of the network H gives us a set of 
questions {(i 1,jl) . . . . .  (i s, j~)}. We find the median z of {uilj~, u~2~2 . . . . .  ui,j,}, we 
compute the value of K z = N - II(n(k))l and compare it with k. Three cases may 
Occur :  

(i) K~ > k. In this case certainly tk < Z and all the questions (i, j)  with u o > z 
can be answered (which is half of the questions since z was the median). 

(ii) K,  < k. In this case certainly tk > Z and all the questions (i, j)  with u o < z 
can be answered. 

(iii) K ,  = k. This is actually the desired case, since t~ = z is the answer, so we 
may finish. 

If cases (i) or (ii) have occurred, we consider the yet unresolved questions instead 
of the original set and repeat the same procedure for the median of the correspond- 
ing intersections, etc. 

After roughly log n repetitions of this procedure, all questions of the first parallel 
step of the network H have been resolved, and we may proceed with the next step in 
the same way. 

In the exact case, it is not difficult to argue that this algorithm must finish by an 
occurrence of case (iii). Now we want to modify this algorithm for an approximate 
selection of the kth intersection with a prescribed accuracy. We must do everything 
approximately: the underlying network will be only v-sorting (for a certain v 
depending on e), the inversion counting will be approximate and in each step we 
only resolve most of the questions, dropping some of them unresolved. In this case 
it seems much more difficult to prove that the algorithm actually works as desired. 

We state an auxilliary result, immediately following from [CSSS]: 

Lemma 3.8 [CSSS]. Let ~t 1 . . . .  , ¢t n be a sequence o f  numbers, let n denote the 
(unknown) permutation transforming this sequence into sorted order, and let e E (0, 1) 
be a real number. Then the number [I(n)[ can be approximately computed with 
accuracy EN in time O(n log(l/0).  
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Let us now describe the algorithm for the approximate selection. Instead of tk, 
we seek only some a ~ [tk-L~NJ, tk+L~SJ]" 

We put v =e3/2/g,  where K is a sufficiently large constant (hence 
log(I/v) = O(log(I/e))), and let H = H(n, v), t = vCn be as in Corollary 3.7. Let 
O = O(log(1/e)) be the depth of n .  Let r = [.eN/3.]. 

We process one parallel step of H by one, analogously to the exact algorithm. 
We find the median z of the set {u~,~, u~2j~ . . . . .  ui,t,} of questions of the processed 
parallel step, and we compute a number K~, which approximates N - I I(rc(z))l with 
accuracy < r (in time O(n log(l/e)) by Lemma 3.8). Depending on the value of K~, 
we again consider three cases: 

(i) K~ > k + 2r. In this case certainly tk < Z and all the questions (i, j) with 
u~j > z can be answered. 

(ii) K~ < k - 2r. In this case certainly tk > z and all the questions (i, j)  with 
u~i < z can be answered. 

(iii) IK~ - kl < 2r. This is the desired case, since a = z is a solution to the 
original problem, so we may finish. 

If case (iii) does not occur, we drop the resolved half of the questions and repeat 
the above procedure with the remaining half of the questions, etc., until the number 
of unanswered questions is < t/D. This happens after repeating the above step 
O(log(1/e)) times. Then we delete the < t/D comparators corresponding to the 
unanswered questions from the network H and proceed to the next parallel step of 
the network. 

Each parallel step of the network requires time O(n(log(l/e)) 2) and there are 
O(log(1/e)) parallel steps, hence the total time of computation is O(n(log(1/e))3). 

Lemma 3.9. The algorithm described above always finishes by the occurrence of  
case (iii), and thus it solves Problem 3.1 in time O(n(log(1/e))a). 

Proof. Assume the contrary; then we can compute the permutation ~ = F(nk) for 
some network F arising from H by deleting at most D. t/D = t comparators, and, 
since H is t-tolerant v-sorting, it must be II(a o nk 1)1 < vN. At the same time, case 
(iii) has never occurred and so the information about  order of intercepts was 
computed only for vertical lines x = z such that n(z) and 7t(tk) differ by at least r 
inversions. Therefore all the information from which o was computed can be 
inferred solely from the knowledge of permutations n o, 7r 1 . . . . .  n~_,_ t, ~k+,+l, 
~k+,+2 . . . . .  nN and it does not depend on ~k-,  . . . . .  ~k÷," NOW let us apply Lemma 
3.4 with z = ~k_,,z = nk+,+l; it allows us to define two complete decreasing 
sequences of permutations P = {ir~ . . . . .  ~ }  and P" = { ~  . . . . .  lr~} such that 

gi = nj' = ~) for i • [ k - r , k + r ]  

and 
]I(r~) + I(n~')l > 2vN. ( , )  

We know that F(n'D = F(n~) = tr (since the information given to the network 
was the same) and, because F is v-sorting, it should be l l (a-n~-l) l  < vN, 
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tI(tron~-l)l < vN. But applying Lemma 3.3 with 
contradiction to (.). This proves Lemma 3.8. 

J. Matou~ek 

f t t  
nl = nk, n2 = nk, we get a 

[] 

3.4. Improvements 

The previous result can be improved in the same way as in [CSSS]; we give only 
the main ideas. 

The first improvement is achieved by the method of Cole [Co]. All the questions 
of the first step of the network are known; a question of stepj > 1 depends on the 
results of two questions of stepj  - 1. A question is "active" if it is known but not 
yet answered. The idea is to resolve the questions as they became active. A weight 
4-j+ 1 is assigned to active questions of stepj and at each stage of the algorithm z is 
taken as the weighted median of currently active questions. As before, this resolves 
either all the questions (i,j) with u o < z or with ui~ >_ z (or answers Problem 3.1). It 
is shown in [Co] that each such stage reduces the total weight of active questions 
by one-quarter. Therefore after O(log(1/e)) stages (each taking time O(n log(I/e))) 
there remain only questions with sufficiently small total weight, and the corre- 
sponding comparators are then deleted from the network. 

The second improvement saves the factor log(l/e) in the computations of K~, the 
approximation to N -II(~(z))l (here we cannot explain it completely, since the 
procedure is quite involved; we refer to [CSSS] for details). The algorithm in 
[CSSS] approximates I I(n(z))l with the minimal necessary accuracy, which allows 
us to distinguish among cases (i)-(iii). When we know the approximation of 
II(rffz))l with a certain accuracy at some value of z, a procedure described in 
[CSSS] allows us to compute an analogous information at a new value of z (i.e., the 
value of II(n(z))l with the same accuracy) in linear time. Sometimes it may happen 
that this accuracy is already insufficient for the new value of z (it does not allow us 
to distinguish between cases (i)-(iii)). Then there is another procedure, which in 
linear time improves the accuracy of the approximation (at a given value of z) 
twice. The point is that neither of these procedures can be called than O(log n) 
times. 

The only modification of the algorithm from [CSSS] needed for our purpose is 
to insert a test to see if the accuracy of approximation reached eN/2 and in this case 
we may finish, since then the value of z already lies sufficiently near to tk. The 
argument that this must happen during the computation is the same as we used 
in Lemma 3.9. The total complexity of the algorithm is then O(n log(l/e)) as 
claimed. []  

4. Cutting Line Arrangements 

In this section we prove Theorem 1.4 on cutting the plane, which is used in the next 
section. As a by-product, we also obtain a theorem on the construction of so-called 
approximate levelings. 
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4.1. Approximate Levelinos 

Let L be a set of n nonvertical lines. The level k (1 < k < n) of L is the set of points 
X = (xo, Yo), where Yo is the maximum number such that the semiline {(xo, y); 
Y > Yo} meets at least k lines of L. It is easy to see that each level is an x-monotone 
polygonal line, whose edges are segments of lines of L. 

We say that an x-monotone polygonal line P is a d-approximate level k if it lies 
between the levels k - d and k + d of the set L (we take the closed region between 
the levels. For k - d < 1 we only require that P lies above level k + d; similarly for 
the other end). A d-approximate levelino for a set L of n lines is a sequence P1, 
P2 . . . . .  P t_,/2nj, where P~ is a d-approximate level 2di. 

We give a method for an efficient construction of approximate levelings; let us 
briefly review the history of this problem. 

Edelsbrunner and Welzl [EW] were perhaps the first who considered approxi- 
mate levels. Their paper gives a method for constructing approximate levels (the 
authors use the notion k-belt for the region lying between levels k and n - k). They 
first construct the exact level and then its approximation. The construction of level 
k requires time O(n log n + e(log n)2), where e denotes the number of edges of 
the level, and from this we obtain the time bound for the construction of a 
d-approximate leveling of order O(b(n, n/d).log 2 n), where b(n, r) denotes the 
maximum possible number of edges of r distinct levels for a set of n lines. 

The best-known upper bound for b(n, r) was given by Welzl [W2]: b(n, r) 
= O(n3 /2r l /2 ) ,  and from this we get the bound o(na/2(log n)2e -t/2) for the 
construction of an en-approximate leveling by the algorithm in [EW]. A famous 
conjecture about so-called k-sets essentially says that b(n, 1) = O(n 1 +6) for every 
a > 0 (see [E] for references and discussion; further progress on this conjecture was 
made by Pach et al. [PSS]). The validity of this conjecture would imply b(n, r) 
= O(n 1 +'r) and a further improvement in the above time bound. 

An algorithm for construction of an en-approximate leveling with time complex- 
ity almost linear in n, namely 

O(e-2n(log n)2(log log n)2(log log n + log(I/e))1/2), 

was given in [M1]. We prove the following improvement: 

Theorem 4.1. Given a set L of  n lines and a real number ~, we can find an en- 
approximate levelin9 for L with O(e-2) edges in total, in time O(e-2 log(lie)n). 

An approximate leveling can be applied for an approximate half-planar range 
counting (and using some well-known reduction techniques, also for other range- 
counting problems, such as, e.g., triangle range counting); we do not go into details 
here. 

4.2. Construction of  an Approximate Levelino 

We divide the proof of Theorem 1.3 into several steps. First we construct an en- 
approximate leveling with O(e-3) edges in total, then we simplify it to have only 
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O(e- 2) edges, and finally we show how such a leveling can be used for the desired 
subdivision. 

Let us recall that Theorem 1.3 actually speaks about a subdivision of a rectangle 
R, containing all the intersections of the lines in its interior. Obviously it sut~ces to 
restrict our considerations on such a rectangle; if a subdivision of the whole plane 
were desired, we may cut the complement of R into unbounded "triangles." Also it 
suffices to construct an approximate leveling inside the rectangle, the unbounded 
edges can be easily added. 

Let us begin with the construction of an approximate leveling. First we cut the 
plane into h vertical strips, where h is approximately 4e-2 (rounded to an integer; 
for a simpler exposition, we assume in the following that the expressions with e are 
integers where needed). We require that no strip contains more than ~2N/2 
intersections of the lines of L This is achieved by applying the algorithm from 
Theorem 3.2 (h - 1) times, for k =je2N/4,j = 1, 2 . . . . .  h - 1, with the accuracy of 
selection at least e2N/8 (i.e., we take e2/8 instead of e in the algorithm from 
Theorem 3.2). The time needed to obtain the vertical strips is O(hn log(I/t) = 
O(ne- 2 log(l/t)). 

Let Vl, v2 . . . . .  vh-~ denote the vertical lines separating the strips, numbered 
from left to right. Let us add two more vertical lines: v 0 on the left of all 
intersections and Vh on the right of all intersections. 

Put  b = 1/2e. Let z o be the intersection of vi with the level 2jen, j = 1, 2 . . . .  b. 
For each i, the points z o can be found by computing the intersections of vi with all 
lines of L and partitioning them into consecutive groups of 2en elements. By a 
recursive application of a linear-time algorithm for selection of the tth element out 
of n elements, this partitioning is achieved in time O(log(1/e)n) (first we select the 
element approximately in the middle and apply the recursion on both parts). 
Having found the points z u, we form polygonal lines P~ = Zo~Zlj... zh~ (for each j). 
In total the construction of these polygonal lines takes time O(e -2 log(lie)n). 

Lemma 4.2. The polygonal lines P1, P2 . . . . .  Pb form an en-approximate levelin# 
for the set L. 

Proof Let X = z ,_  1)j be the intersection of level 2jen with v~_ 1 and let Y = z u be 

×=z(~-l) j 
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the intersection of that level with v~ (Fig. 2). In order to prove that P~ is an 
en-approximate level 2jen, it suffices to show that every such segment X Y is crossed 
by at most en lines of L. The number u of lines crossing X Y upward (when going 
from left to right) must be the same as the number of lines crossing X Ydownward, 
since the number of lines below X and below Y is the same. Every line crossing X Y 
upward intersects every line crossing XYdownward somewhere inside the strip 
between v~_ ~ and vi, so we have u 2 < e2N/2 < e2n2/4. From this we get u < en/2, 
and thus there are at most en lines crossing X Y in total (a more precise reasoning 
here gives a better constant, allowing us to take h = ~-2). [] 

4.3. Simplifying an Approximate Leveling 

Now we show how the above approximate leveling can be simplified to have 
O(e-2) edges in total, paying the price of lowered accuracy. Before we prove this, 
we need several auxiliary results. 

Let 1/i, V2 . . . . .  1/~,_ ~ be the vertices of a level k ordered by their abscissa. We 
define the p-simplification of level k as the polygonal line with vertices Vp, Vzp . . . . .  
VL(m-l)/p.lp and the left (right) unbounded edge parallel to the left (right) un- 
bounded edge of level k. Thus the p-simplification of a level with m edges has ['m/p] 
edges. 

Lemma 4.3 JEW]. The p-simplification of a level k is a [.p/2d-approximate level k. 

I.emma 4.4. Let K1, K 2 . . . . .  K s be disjoint subsets of[n] such that }Kll > d for 
each i. Then there exist indices k~ ~ K  t . . . . .  k ,nEK m such that the levels k 1, 
k2 . . . . .  ks have at most held edges in total. 

Proof. Let b~ denote the number of edges of level i. The levels k, k e K~ for some i, 
have at most n z edges in total. For each i we choose ki such that 

then the sum of bk~ for i 6 [m] is hounded by n2/d. [] 

Lemma 4.5. Let AB and CD be two vertical segments and let a = AC and b = BC 
be two x-monotone polygonal lines having O(n) edges. Suppose that there exists a 
polygonal line of m edges joining segments AB and CD and lying between a and b. 
Then a polygonal line with these properties can be found in time O(n). 

Proof. The monotone polygon bounded by the polygonal lines a and b and by the 
segments AB and CD can be easily triangulated in linear time. Then we can apply 
the linear-time algorithm of Suri [S] for computing the link distance of the segment 
AB from the segment CD, i.e., the minimal possible number of edges of a polygonal 
path joining AB to CD and lying inside the polygon (the result in IS] is stated for 
computing the link distance of points, but the technique is applicable also for 
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segments). An optimal path can also be constructed by the algorithm and it is easy 
to see that it can be made x-monotone in linear time. [] 

L e m m a  4.6. Let polygonal lines P1 . . . . .  e t .n /2dJ with m edges in total form a 
d-approximate leveling for a set L of n lines. Then we can construct a 3d-approximate 
leveling for L with O(n2/d 2) edges in total, in time O(m). 

Proof By the definition of d-approximate leveling, the region between P3~- I and 
P3i+, must contain all levels 6 d i -  d, 6 d i -  d + I . . . . .  6di + d (see the scheme 
shown in Fig. 3). Applying Lemma 4.4 with K i = [6di - d/2, 6di + d/2], we see that 
there are levels kl, k2, . . . ,  kL,/6d J with at most n2/d edges in total, such that ki e K~ 
for every i. 

Let Qi be the d-simplification of level k i. The polygonal lines Qi have O(n2/d 2) 
edges in total, and, by Lemma 4.3, Qi lies between levels 6di - d and 6di + d, thus 
also between P3i-1 and P31+ 1. By Lemma 4.5 we can find polygonal lines Ri with 
O(n2/d 2) edges in total, each R l lying between P3~- 1 and P3~+ 1. Since the polygonal 
lines P~ form a d-approximate leveling, R i also lies between levels 6di - 3d and 
6di + 3d, thus the polygonal lines R~ form a 3d-approximate leveling. The claimed 
time bound follows from Lemma 4.5. [] 

Coming the construction of an (e/3)n-approximate leveling with O(e-3) edges 
with the previous lemma, we obtain Theorem 4.1. 

4.4. Cuttino the Plane 

Now we finish the proof of Theorem 1.3. First we show that the approximate 
leveling constructed above has only O(n/e) intersections with the lines of L. 

Lemma 4.7. Let the polygonal lines P1 . . . . .  PL,/2dJ, with m edges in total, form a 
d-approximate levelino for a set L of  n lines. Then .'.he number of  intersections of the 
lines of L with all the edges of  the polygonal lines P~ is O(md + n2/d). 

Proof We bound the number of intersections of the lines of L with the polygonal 
lines with even indices (the case of odd indices being analogous). Applying Lemma 
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4.4 with K~ = [2(2i - 1)d - d, 2(2i - 1)d + d], we see that we may choose levels 
k 1, k 2 . . . .  , kL,/4dj with at most n2/2d edges in total such that P2~ lies between levels 
ki and ks~- 1. 

Let us consider the lines intersecting P2~. We say that an intersection of a line 
2 ~ L with P2~ is good if it is immediately preceded or immediately followed on ~. by 
an intersection of 2 with level ks or k~+l (e.g., point C in Fig. 4 is a good 
intersection). The total number of good intersections (for all i) is at most twice the 
number of edges of levels kl, k2 . . . . .  kL,,/4,~ j (since the number of edges of a level is 
also an upper bound for the number of intersections of that level with the lines of 
L), thus at most n2/d. If an intersection of 2 with an edge AB of P2~ is not good 
(point D in Fig. 4), then it means that any vertical line through the segment AB 
meets 2 inside the area between levels ki+ ~ and k~. Therefore, for a fixed edge AB 
there are at most ki+ t - k~ + 1 < 6d such lines. Summing up the intersections 
which are not good over all edges of P2~ and adding the good intersections, we get 
the claimed bound. [] 

By Lemma 4.6 we may assume that we already have an en-approximate leveling 
with O(e- 2) edges in total. We convert it into the desired subdivision. We divide the 
regions between the successive approximate levels by vertical segments into convex 
quadrilaterals (and each quadrilateral is then divided into two triangles). 

First, we add vertical subdividing segments in both directions from every vertex 
of the approximate levels. There are only O(e -2) such segments (Fig. 5). 

Each vertical side of the resulting quadrilaterals intersected by at most 4en lines 
of L, as the polygonal lines form an en-approximate leveling. We vertically 
subdivide each quadrilateral with the nonvertical sides intersected by more than 
4an lines of L, and this subdivision is done so that the nonvertical sides of each 
resulting quadrilateral are intersected by at least 2~n lines. Applying Lemma 4.7 
with d = en, m = O(e-2), we see that the number of intersections of lines of Lwith 
the approximate levels is O(n/e) and thus the number of vertical subdivisions added 
in the second step is again O(e-2). Therefore we have subdivided the covering 
rectangle of L into 0(~- 2) convex quadrilaterals, each being intersected by at most 
8en lines of L. 
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It remains to show that the second step can be accomplished sufficiently fast. We 
may proceed as follows: we compute all the intersections of lines of L with the 
approximate levels in time O(e-2n) (testing each line against each edge) and then 
group the intersections on each edge into consecutive groups of size at most on. 
This is done in time O((1/e)log (1/e)n) by the method we have indicated in the 
construction before Lemma 4.2. Now finding the subdividing vertical segments is 
straightforward. Let us remark that the complexity of the above procedure can be 
lowered using an approximate version of a suitable range-search algorithm, but we 
do not give the detals since this does not affect the overall complexity. 

5. Selecting an e-Net 

In this section we prove the result about e-net construction for range spaces nk(S). 
First we define a dual counterpart of the range space Hk(S); we need a slightly more 
general definition: 

Let C be a collection of subsets of E 2 and let k be a natural number (again the 
interesting cases are k = 2 and k = 3). A k-combination of C is an ordered pair 
K = ({X1, X2 . . . . .  Xm}, (Xm+l, Xm+2 . . . . .  X~}), where 0 < m < k and the Xi are 
elements of C. We say that a nonvertical line 2 realizes the k-combination K if 
X1 . . . .  , Xm lie above 2 and Xm+l . . . . .  X k lie below 2. Let L be a set of lines; we 
define a range space DHk(L) = (L, {{2 e L; 2 realizes K}; K a k-combination of 
points of E2}). 

Let S be a point set in general position. Then all ranges of Hk(S) arise as 
intersections of S with Hk-ranges determined only by planes with nonvertical 
bounding lines, and by the properties of duality transform, the range spaces Hk(S) 
and DHk(D(S)) are isomorphic, in particular e-nets are preserved by the transform. 

We need the following fact about e-nets in H~(S): 

Lcmma 5.1. For every finite point set S, 0 < e < 1, and for every fixed k, the ranye 
space H~(S) has an e-net of size O((l/e) log(l/e)). 

The proof follows from Theorem 2.1 and the method of Lemma 4.5 of [HW]. 
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The following lemma links the results of the preceding section to the construc- 
tion of e-nets: 

Lemma 5.2. Let L be a set of  n lines, let R be a rectangle containing all intersections 
of  lines of  L, and let R be covered by arcwise connected sets Q1 . . . . .  Qc, such that 
every Q~ meets at most fin lines of L. Let us say that a subset N c L has property R k iff 
every k-combination of{Q1 . . . . .  Qc} realized by more than en lines of L is realized by 
some line of N. Then 

(i) Any N c Lwith property Rk is an (e + kfl)-net for DH k (L). 
(ii) Let us assume that, moreover, each Qi is a triangle, l f  a set N ~ L is an t-net 

for DH ak (L), then it has property R k. 

Proof. (i) Let K = ({X l, X 2 . . . . .  X~}, (Xm+l, Xm+2 . . . .  , Xk} ) be a k-combina- 
tion of points, realized by more than (e + kt)n lines of L. For each Xi, choose j(i) 
such that X~ ~ Qy,), At most kfln lines of L can meet some QJto, the remaining ones 
among those realizing K must realize the k-combination K 1 = ({Qj~I) . . . . .  QJt-~}, 
{Qjt~+ 1), --., Q~tk~}) (by the arcwise connectedness of each Q j), and by property R k 
there must be a line 2 in N realizing K1. This 2 also realizes K. 

(ii) The set of lines realizing a k-combination of triangles can be expressed as a 
set of lines realizing a certain 3k-combination of points. []  

We want to select a subset N c L with property Rk and as small as possible. This 
problem can be formulated as an instance of a set-covering problem. This is the 
following computational problem: Given a system E = {$1,. . . ,  Sk} of subsets of a 
set X, find a subsystem of E of minimum cardinality whose sets contain all points of 
X. In our application, the points of a set system E will be the k-combinations of 
{Qt . . . . .  Qc} realized by more than en lines of L, and the sets o f ~  will be the sets of 
k-combinations realized by the lines of L. In this terminology, a subset N = L has 
the property R k iff it corresponds to a subsystem covering all points of ~. 

Let us call two lines equivalent (relative to the given triangles QI . . . . .  Qc) if one 
of the double wedges determined by the lines contains no vertex of the triangles. It 
is easily seen that there are only O(C 2) nonequivalent positions a line can have, 
hence our system Z has only O(C 2) distinct sets and O(C ~) points. Its incidence 
matrix can be easily computed in time O(nC + C k ÷ 2). 

The set-covering problem whose instance we want to solve is NP-complete in 
general (see [G J]), but we may use a simple algorithm, which runs in time 
proportional to the number of entries of the incidence matrix. This algorithm 
(called a "greedy algorithm") selects the sets into the covering subsystem one by 
one and always takes a set covering the maximum number of points not covered by 
the previously selected sets. The size of the resulting covering subsystem is bounded 
as follows: 

Lemma 5.3 I'Ll, [Ch]. Let X = ($1 . . . . .  S~) be a set system with [St[ -< k for all i, 
and suppose that S has a covering subsystem consisting of at most m sets. Then the 
greedy algorithm selects a covering subsystem of size at most re(In k + 1). 
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By Lemmas 5.3 and 5.2(ii), the greedy algorithm selects a covering subsystem of 
whose size is at most O(k log C) times bigger than the size of a smallest e-net for 

DH3k(L). This covering subsystem gives an (e + kt)-net for DHk(L) by 5.20). 
Putting this together with Theorem 1.3 (with 6 = e/2k instead of e, thus C = 
O(e-2)) and using the bound from Lemma 5.1 on the size of the (e/2)-net for 
DHak(L), we get Theorem 1.1. 

Proof of Corollary 1.2. The preprocessing for the algorithm in [HW] requires the 
construction of e-nets (where e depends only on the value of 3) of size O(e-tl + o,))) 
for so-called 3-corridors, which are unions of at most three H2-ranges. An ~-net for 
H2-ranges is thus a 3e-net for 3-corridors. The probabilistic algorithm of [HW] for 
e-net construction is then replaced by the algorithm from Theorem 1.1. [] 

Remark. As noted by Agarwal, we may also replace the use of e-nets in the 
algorithm of [HW] by a direct application of Theorem 1.3, which gives a much 
more direct proof of Corollary 1.2. The e-nets in [HW] are applied for the following 
purpose: Given an n-point set S, subdivide the plane so that for any line 2, the 
number of points of S contained in the regions intersected by 2 is at most en. This 
can be done directly as follows: subdivide the dual plane into O(e-2) triangles, each 
intersected by < en lines of D(S). Let P be the set of vertices of these triangles; now 
take as the desired subdivision of the primal plane the arrangement of D(P). We 
easily verify that this subdivision has the desired property and O(~ -4) regions, 
which is even better that the result achieved with e-nets. 

6. More on Computational Complexity of E-Nets 

Further results on the computational complexity of finding e-nets for range spaces 
Hk(s) are the following: 

Theorem 6.1. 

(i) There is a polynomial-time aloorithm for the followinff problem: ffiven a set S of 
n points in the plane, a subset N c S, a number e, and an integer k, decide 
whether N is an e-net for Hk(S). 

(ii) For every k >_ 3, the followinff decision problem is NP-complete: given a set S 
of n points in the plane with integer coordinates, integer m, and number e, 
decide whether Hk(S) admits an e-net of cardinality <_ m (the cases k = 1, 2 
are open at present). 

Proof. (i) We search for an Hk-range r containing a maximal number of points of 
S and avoiding N. We can assume that the half-planes determining r have 
boundary lines determined by pairs of points of S and that r intersects each vertical 
line in a (possibly degenerated) segment. Then the problem can be solved in 
polynomial time by dynamic programming, sweeping the plane by a vertical line 
from left to right. 
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A simple (but rather brute-force) approach is to  keep  (and update with the 
movement of the sweeping line) the following information: for every pair of lines 2t, 
22 determined by the points of S and every m _< k, keep the maximum possible 
number of points of S which may be contained in a convex m-gon on the left-hand 
side of the sweeping line, which contains no points of N, has the rightmost vertical 
side on the sweeping line, and the two sides adjacent to this vertical side lie on 
21, )'2. The stopping points of the sweep will be all intersections of pairs of lines 
determined by points of S. We omit further details. 

(ii) For the reduction we use the following NP-complete problem (called 
VERTEX COVER in [GJ]): 

Instance: A simple undirected graph G and an integer k. 
Question: Does there exist a set C c V ( G )  of cardinality < k, such that every 

edge of G is incident to a vertex belonging to C? 

Let the given graph G have m vertices v t , . . . ,  vm. We choose concentric circles 
ct, c2, and c a, c t having the largest and c3 the smallest radius and the radii differing 
only by sufficiently small amounts. We choose the point set S 1 as the vertices 
A1 . . . . .  Am of a regular m-gon inscribed in c 1. Point set $2 is defined as follows: for 
every edge {vt, vj} of G we choose in $2 one of the intersections of the segment Ai A i 
with c 2. Finally, for every noncollinear triple of points A, B, C e $1 w S2, we choose 
in S 3 a point on c 3 that lies in the interior of the triangle A B C  and is not collinear 
with any pair of points of S~. We put S = S~ u $2 u $3, n = tSl,  n~ = lSll~ and 
e = 2In. Then we can show 

(a) if G has a covering subset of vertices of size s, then Hk(S) has an e-net of size 
s + n 3 (the e-net will be S 3 plus the points of St corresponding to the 
covering set), and 

(b) if Hk(S) has an e-net of size t, then G has a covering subset of vertices of size 
at most t - n3 + 2 (all points of $3 but at most two must belong to the e-net, 
and for every collinear triple of points from St u $2 one of them must 
belong to the e-net). 

Now it is not difficult to verify that S allows a perturbation making the point 
coordinates rational (without destroying (a) and (b)) and that it can be generated 
from G in polynomial time. Finally, we observe that it is NP-complete to determine 
the size of a minimum vertex cover in a graph with accuracy to an additive constant 
[GJ], so (a) and (b) give the reduction. [] 

Let us remark that if we take both k and e as fixed, the decision problem 
formulated in (ii) becomes trivially solvable in polynomial time: from Theorem 2.1 
we obtain a constant upper bound on the size of the optimal e-net (since Hk(S) has 
a fixed dimension), so we may examine all the small subsets of S. 
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